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Death of a Trash Man
Sister Mary Vita, R.S.M.
Plummer, the trash man, went off
duty at four, but he was back in the
emergency room at ten gasping and
spitting blood. The admitting officer
found a private room for him, and
there he lay, his lungs bursting with
noxious fluids and trapped air, his
eyes melancholy pools under the elec-
tric light. The Sisters came through
the early morning hours and looked
sadly at his dark face, dull and ashen
where it had been vital and shiny. At
the head of the bed hung his scapu-
lar, put there by Sister Anne, the
night supervisor, "for a happy
death." On his hospital gown Sister
De Chantal, the housekeeper, had
pinned a blessed badge. Around his
neck he wore the medal Sister Car-
melita had given him years before
when she was teaching him to say the
Hail Mary.
"I gets as fah as 'the Lord is with
thee,' Sistah," Plummer would say,
his eyes overflowing with earnest-
ness, "and then I jest gets flat stuck."
Sister Carmelita would smile and
pat his hand. "Never mind, you'll
learn it; just think about what you're
saying. Now then, Hail Mary—" And
Plummer's rich voice would follow,
respectfully, but with doubt.
A nurse came into the room,
checked the liters on the oxygen
gauge, and made sure the nasal tube
was in place. She tucked and patted
the covers quietly. Plummer was spe-
cial.
With twenty years of service, Plum-
mer was a significant part of the
hospital scene. One was likely to meet
him anywhere, and it was like seeing
the big stiff chairs that stood in the
hospital on either side of the main
entrance. You greeted Plummer the
time of day, just as you might touch
the old chairs in passing, and that was
that. But if, as rarely happened, he
was absent for some reason or other,
everyone became suddenly aware of
him; he would be lifted out of con-
text, as it were, like the detail in a
painting, for close and loving inspec-
tion.
"He is the most important man in
the house," Sister Carmelita would
say at such times, fretting to anyone
near by. The Sisters would think
about Plummer, their faces softening,
and they would resolve that he got
greater attention in future. He was
always back soon and, after enjoy-
ing some welcoming flurry and fuss,
would fade again into his accustomed
place in the picture.
Sister Carmelita was Plimimer's
special friend. "He has unusual quali-
ties for a trash man," she would say
and bolstered her conviction with the
story of "that obstreperous child"
who was causing such difficulty in
the pediatrics ward. The child had
made a shrill and crudely worded
complaint about the hospital, and
Plunmier heard it. Before Carmelita
reached the ward, he had parked his
cart outside and gone in to the child.
"Has y'all got a mammy?"
"Yeah, I got one," the child an-
swered, her eyes bulging at sight
of his canvas apron and big gloves.
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"I got a daddy too. He drinks. Who
are you.'^
Plumnier eyed her carefully. "You
tell your mammy to teach respect for
the Lawd's name," he said. "Shame
on you, talking like trash."
When the Sisters heard the story,
they were excited. "They all feel that
way," Sister Hilda said; "they feel
responsible for one another's actions.
It's blood; / always look to see how
Germans behave." Others maintained
that Plummer's action had been hasty
and out of place.
Once before, he had done some-
thing to attract attention, when he
took to wearing a surgical cap and
mask as he went about his duties.
One would see Plummer in his un-
usual garb, the huge rubber hands
and the white blob for a head. His
eyes, always luminous, were inten-
sified by the white linens. The hos-
pital staff, doctors with cap and mask,
nurses and Sisters, stood in astonish-
ment when he passed. When Sister
Carmelita asked him about his garb,
he ans^vered, "Microbes, microbes."
Now she was leaning over his bed.
"The Chaplain will be here soon,"
she said, with the precise enunciation
nurses use with people who are very
ill. Plmnmer had said he wanted to
be baptized; he wanted what God
wanted, and he was convinced God
wanted him to be baptized. Years
before he had said this, but Car-
melita didn't think he was ready;
there were many things he didn't
understand. Only a few weeks before,
he had failed to attend Sunday serv-
ices. "I couldn't make it this morn-
in', Sistah; the landlady asked me to
look at the furnace, but PU be there
tonight."
In the previous summer, fresh
from his catechism lessons, he went
off for a vacation to a camp revival
meeting, and when he came back said
that he had been "saved."
"His heart's just open to every-
thing," Sister De Chantal said very
quietly. "He's willing to find God in
any shape or form." With this view
Carmelita agreed.
She carefully smoothed Plummer's
pillow, and then the Chaplain came
in, cool and clean smelling, as if he
had been out in the fresh air. Plum-
mer's eyes opened slowly, and he
tried to speak, but could not. Car-
melita gave him some water and
then left him and the Chaplain alone.
The head nurse met her and told
her that Plummer's landlady had
been notified that he would not be
back. She sent his belongings in a
cardboard box and his good suit. The
box contained a Big Ben clock, a bat-
tered prayer card, a pamphlet from
the revival meeting, torn socks, three
ties, underwear, some lead pencils, an
address book with a leather cover,
a few dishes, and some cheap cut-
lery. The remainder of his possessions
were already in the hospital room
—
his terry cloth bathrobe and slippers,
his watch, a pair of beads, wallet
with Social Security card, a faded
likeness of the Good Shepherd with
the inscription "God Bless Mr. Plum-
mer" written on the back, and the
wrinkled photograph of a young wom-
an with a serenely beautiful face.
"My mammy, Sistah," Plummer had
said, "died of T.B., and only twen-
ty-four."
Sister Carmelita wanted to put
these things in the safe, but she
sensed it was important that Plum-
mer have them near him. The Sisters
were well aware of his unassuming
but unmistakable sense of dignity.
Some of them said it was surely due
to his being alone in the world. The
more philosophical saw it as a won-
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derful manifestation of the innate
grandeur of that very important crea-
ture Man. Others thought it a de-
fense mechanism of sorts against a
lowly position. It was known, for in-
stance, that though everyone called
him "Plummer" or simply "the trash
man," the switchboard operator could
cry out "Calling Plummer" all day
without any answer from him. Over
the public address system, it had to
be Mister Plummer. And whatever he
may have thought of his unsavory
duties, he performed them with econ-
omy and cleanness of movement that
amounted to skill and craftsmanship.
Carmelita was thinking of all this
when the Chaplain sent for her. "I
will baptize him conditionally now.
Sister, and then anoint him." He
smiled. "I hope I can be as ready
when my time comes."
"The man is an artist," she said.
"Why, the way he does his work—
"
She caught herself and blushed, and
then went off to prepare the room.
There was an excited bustle about
Plummer's bed; shades were raised,
and sunset and blue shadows trans-
formed the room; a crucifix was set
on a stand with candle on each side
and small blobs of cotton in a cut
glass dish. The Chaplain brought in
the baptismal water and holy oils,
and all preparations were in readi-
ness; Sister Carmelita summoned Sis-
ter Anne, her best friend, to witness
Plummer's rebirth. The moment was
a beautiful one.
Plummer opened his eyes when the
Chaplain poured the water, and they
rested on Sister Carmelita, who stood
at the foot of the bed weeping hap-
pily. He managed a smile mth his
large, cracked lips.
After the baptism, the Chaplain
sprinkled the sick man, holding his
book in one hand and praying, ".-45-
perges me, Domine—Sprinkle me,
Lord."
As she thought of the infinite love
that God had for Plummer and His
infinite sense of humor. Sister Car-
melita wept unashamedly. Who else
but the Almighty would think to pro-
vide such glorious cleanly-washed
words to be used over a poor man
whose business in life had been to
do with filth itself: "I shall be puri-
fied; wash me, and I shall be whit-
er than snow."
The Chaplain prayed over the dy-
ing man with gusto. He ordered the
evil one away from the soul in the
name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit. He called
upon the help of the glorious Mother
of the Lord and her illustrious
spouse. Saint Joseph. He called upon
all the holy angels, archangels, patri-
archs, prophets, apostles, martyrs,
confessors, and virgins to help bring
Plummer to glory. It was all part of
God's exquisite courtesy, of that di-
vine predilection for the humble and
the poor which confounds the world-
ly wise and proves a stumbling
block to the proud and haughty and
unloving.
Plummer seemed to understand the
tremendous grace he had received.
He moved his hand, beckoning, and
the Chaplain paused and leaned close
to him. "I'm just—a trash man
—
Fathah," he said haltingly, "but I's
happier than evah befo', thank God."
The Chaplain beamed and nodded
and finished his prayer. He took the
holy oils and dipped his finger into
them and leaned over the dying man
and touched the lids of his eyes.
"Per istam," he began, and when he
finished the Latin words, he read the
words in English: "By this anoint-
ing and His most loAing mercy, may
the Lord fors^ive you whatever ^vTona:
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you have done by the use of your
sight."
Then he touched the ears, praying-
God to forgive him all wrong done by
use of his hearing. He did the same
to the nostrils, lips, palms of the
hands, soles of the feet.
A small group of hospital people
had clustered around the door of
Plummer's room and stood silent,
rigid against one another. When the
Chaplain lifted his hand for the final
blessing over the dying man, one of
the men said hoarsely, "It's the same
for everybody, for the rich, the poor,
kings and presidents, priests and
bricklayers—everyone gits treated the
same."
No one moved; the group stared,
trancelike, looking in on the bedside
ceremony, their sad faces immobile.
Sister Carmelita signaled them to go,
for the last rites for the dying man
were over, and the men and women
took one last look at Plummer, his
eyes closed, his breathing heavy, and
left silently.
When she went to dinner. Sister
Carmelita told the story to her com-
panions at table. "After it was over,
he went to sleep like a child," she
said. "But his lungs are filling fast."
She picked listlessly at her food.
At night prayers she was called
out, and Sister Anne followed. When
they reached Plummer's room, he
seemed frightened. His enormous eyes
darted about, and his breath came
in gasps with telltale rattles between.
Sister Anne knelt and started to say
the prayers for a departing soul, read-
ing them in low voice, hoping not to
frighten the dying man. Sister Car-
melita took his large hand in hers
and leaned down to say in his ear,
"God greet you, Mr. Plummer. May
He welcome you into paradise."
Gradually Plummer quieted, and
his face in repose had a familiar ex-
pression, a look she had seen before,
and Carmelita knew—the picture of
the woman in his wallet. Plummer
was growing youthful looking. His
respirations had slowed to about three
per minute. His eyes closed, and Sis-
ter Carmelita could tell his life was
receding from her, step by step. Soon
he would turn sharply around and
there would be the line. He would
step over it—and then eternity.
The physician came and put the
stethoscope to the dying man's chest
and listened for a longer time than
seemed necessary. The longer time
gave Carmelita opportunity to wipe
her eyes.
Sister Anne's gentle voice calling
on the angels to conduct Plummer to
heaven sounded loud. The physi-
cian took his stethoscope away and
shook his head. He looked at the two
Sisters and signified the end. The
trash man was dead.
"Well, that's the way we want to
go," Sister Anne said.
"Yes, another saint in heaven,"
Carmelita answered, smiling. "Thanks
be to God. May we all be so blessed."
The Last Sumnier of Innocence
T. J. McCauley
In the early evening of the first
day of that summer, the sky was still
glowing warmly with lingering day-
light and the back-lawn was again
coming alive with slender light green
shoots of new grass bowing ever so
slightly in smooth effortless waves to
the gentle pressure of a cool breeze
and, from a telephone wire above the
alleyway, a bedraggled city sparrow
chirped once, then flew upwards,
darting first to the left, then to the
right, before disappearing over a
rooftop, and the Lynch family and
the Brophy family still lived side by
side in the two story wooden frame
houses which are typical of the older
sections of large cities; and one hun-
dred years from now, if Joey Lynch
were asked to paint a picture of his
mother and Mrs. Brophy, he would
sit them, aproned, upon the adjoin-
ing back steps, and he himself would
be flipping baseball cards with Owen
Brophy.
"C'mon, Joey, wake up!" Owen
said, and Joey blinked. Owen had
flipped his card, the one with Ted
Williams's picture on it, and the card
landed picture side up. "Heads
!
Match it, Joey!"
Joey flipped a card with that slight
twist of the wrist that nine times out
of ten guaranteed a head and, sure
enough, the card landed picture side
up. He reached for the cards but
Owen stopped him. "Mine's Ted Wil-
liams, Joey. You got to match him
again to get him," Owen said, and
that was true, for they had agreed
upon it beforehand.
Joey agreed and flipped another
card with that same twist but this
time proved a tenth time, as a slight
puff from somewhere turned the card
so that the printed side faced up.
"Tails, I lose," Joey said, bending to
peer at the printing on the card. "See
that, Owen? That writing there? You
read that in school. I don't know
what it says yet but I will soon, and
so will you."
"That's their lives. All their lives
written on the card," Owen said, add-
ing, "my father told me."
"Yeah," Joey said. He picked up
the cards, since Owen was unable to.
Mr. Brophy came into the yard. Be-
neath his arm was a cardboard car-
ton. Joey jumped to his feet and
Owen's eyes brightened with anticipa-
tion, since the mysterious carton was
even more interesting because there
were holes punched through it and
sounds coming from it.
"What you got. Dad?" Owen
asked. Then before his father could
reply, he said, "It's alive, huh?"
"Alive and a surprise," Mr. Bro-
phy said. "So try to guess what it is."
Owen thought for a moment but said
nothing. "What would you like to
have?" his father prompted.
"A worm," Owen said, "a Willie-
the-Worm!"
"You don't want a worm; every-
body has a worm," Mr. Brophy said.
Joey disagreed. He never had a worm,
except that one time just after the
storm, but his mother had become
so excited, he promised never again
to enter the kitchen ^vith a worm.
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Mr. Brophy concluded the delight-
ful agony by dumping the contents
of the carton onto the soft grass, and
there were five of them : one red, one
blue, one green, and two were bright
purple; and, tumbing from the car-
ton, they scattered pell-mell about the
back yard.
Joey laughed and so did Owen at
the way the chicks waddled like bow-
legged men with hands stuck in back
pockets; but because the yard was
small, Joey and Mr. Brophy had to
rush to gather them together. At first,
both of them started for the same
chick and bumped heads, Joey falling
down. Then, attempting to catch a
chick before it disappeared beneath
the house, Mr. Brophy tripped over a
water hose, and trying to prevent an-
other chick from scooting beneath
the fence, Joey ran into a rosebush,
and Mrs. Brophy gave a squeak which
mingled her fear for the well-being
of the chick and Joey and her ap-
prehension of the continued existence
of her rosebush.
Finally, Joey caught a chick, but
it squeezed away twice, because he
was afraid to grip it tightly: it was
so fragile. Wrapping both hands
around it, he brought it to Owen and
placed it on his lap, and Owen was
hesitant at first, afraid to touch it.
Joey wriggled his finger beneath the
chick's beak and said, "See, Owen?
He's a nice guy. He won't hurt us."
Owen smiled too and petted the
chick gently with his finger, careful
not to pet too heavily, and he did not
pet too heavily, for the chick gurgled
softly, and Owen laughed aloud, al-
lowing the chick to jump once more
onto the grass, and Joey had to catch
it again.
* * *
It was one of the purple ones: the
one that died that night.
"It was the dye," Joey's mother
said the next morning when Mrs.
Brophy told her about it. "The poor
thing! It's not right what they do to
them, the poor innocent things. And
for what? They're beautiful the way
they are, the way God made them. If
He wanted them to be blue or green
or whatever, He would have made
them that way. But He didn't; he
made them a beautiful gold, and
they'll be gold again, you'll see."
And Joey believed her because she
was his mother.
The death of the chick saddened
him, but he did not think of the
chick too much. There were four
others and he had seen the one that
died only once, so he did not think of
it much, other than it was too bad the
chick died, and the following day
when he entered the yard, Mr. Bro-
phy and Owen were already there.
"We're making a chicken coop,
wanna help?" Owen asked.
"Yeah," Joey said, and together
they made a coop with Owen as the
foreman, and he was a good foreman
too, because he pointed out the dan-
ger of alley cats.
"It's a good thing you remem-
bered that, Owen," Mr. Brophy said.
"You saved their lives. They'll be
grateful to you now."
"I just want them to like me,"
Owen said.
On the first day that they played
with the chicks, Owen said, "This is
better than playing with baseball
cards. Besides, now I'm a farmer:
that's what my mom said. I'd rather
be a farmer than a baseball player."
Joey agreed, though he was not
sure if he really wanted to be a farm-
er. In fact, he was not a farmer, for
Owen was the farmer and Joey the
hired hand. But Joey did not mind
being the hired hand, because Owen
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would not work him too hard.
And Joey was right: Owen did not
work him too hard, though Owen was
there most of the time and he
watched everything Joey did, but he
did not criticize him and sometimes
he gave helpful suggestions.
Joey brought the coop into the
yard in the morning and cleaned it,
and he fed the chicks during the day
and brought the coop back into the
house at night ; and, sometimes, usual-
ly on Saturdays and Sundays when
he was not working, Mr. Brophy
helped to tend to the chicks, but most
of the time it was Joey. Owen watched
and he laughed more now than be-
fore.
Owen laughed especially when he
and Joey would sometimes at night
peek into the coop, where the chicks
slept upon perches. Owen and Joey
would laugh almost every time, and
the chicks would awake and their
sleepy eyes would search the dark-
ness. Then Owen and Joey would
squeal with more laughter.
But when Joey's mother said, "You
shouldn't do that; you scare them,"
they did not peer into the coop again
at night.
A few weeks after the arrival of
the chicks, Joey said, "Mother? Do
you know why I help Owen?"
"Yes, dear," Mrs. Lynch said, "you
help him because he's your friend
and he can't do it for himself."
"Yeah . . ," Joey replied slowly,
for he had not meant that, and it em-
barrassed him that he had not. "Yeah
. . , that, but not only that. I help him
'cause I'm gonna be a farmer when
I grow up."
« * *
Early in July, gold appeared on the
chicks, just as Joey's mother said it
would, just as he knew it would, and
it was just as his mother said it would
be—a beautiful gold. And she was
right: the golden color was much
prettier than any of the imitative
dyes.
Joey took one of the chicks to
Owen's house. "See, Owen?" he said.
"See the gold? They got their real
color now, and now they'll be better
than before."
But the next day another chick
died.
Joey found the dead chick lying on
the floor of the coop, and when he
showed it to Owen, Owen cried, be-
coming very pale and making Joey
sorry that he had showed it to him.
Joey felt sad but he did not cry; at
least he did not cry there, where oth-
ers would see him. Later, after Mrs.
Brophy brought Owen into the house,
Joey went to his own room and threw
himself across his bed and cried,
burying his face in a pillow so no one
would hear him. Afterwards, he took
some deep breaths and washed his
face, then went to Owen's house
again.
"Is Owen coming out, Mrs. Bro-
phy?" he asked.
"No, Joey, he wants to watch tele-
vision," Mrs. Brophy said.
"But the sun's nice and strong to-
day and you said when it's strong
and warm, you said it's good for— !"
"I said he wasn't coming out!"
Mrs. Brophy said, slamming the door
before Joey could ask for the chick-
feed. Joey fed the chicks stale bread
and the other leftovers, but not all of
the leftovers from the kitchen table,
for some things were not good for
chicks to eat. But Joey fed the chicks
the acceptable leftovers from the
meals, and he called it chickfeed, be-
cause he wanted to. for that made
him feel like a real farmer. But now
the Brophy door had been slammed
in his face; so he gathered some
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chickfeed from his own house and
fed the chicks, calUng, "Here, cheep-
cheep-cheep-cheep!" And he did not
think of Owen for the remainder of
the day.
He did not see Owen again for a
a week, and when he did, Owen was
pale and tired-looking, and he did
not laugh, as he usually did, at the
way the chicks waddled after their
chickfeed, nor did he bother to toss
any chickfeed, though heretofore he
always seemed to enjoy so much the
feeding of the chicks, for that was
one of the chores in which he could
take part.
"Don't you like your chicks no
more, Owen?" Joey asked.
"Yeah . . ," Owen replied slowly,
"but I ... I don't want them to be
just mine. I want them to be mine . .
.
mine and yours. You feed them . . .
and everything . . . Clean the cage
. . . and everything."
"Gee! Aw, gee, Owen, thanks,"
Joey said, shaking Owen's hand, and
so they became partners, and they
made plans—^plans about many
things.
But the next day Joey found an-
other chick dead, and Owen showed
less interest after that. He spent most
of the time in the house, and even
when he was brought into the yard,
he remained there only a short time.
One day Owen's mother came into
the yard and said, "You must come
in now, Owen. The man with the all-
seeing eye wants to see you," and she
started to assist Owen into the house.
"Wait! Wait, Mrs. Brophy," Joey
said. Then he hesitated, for he had
never told an adult to wait before.
"We . . . we're partners, Mrs. Bro-
phy. Me and Owen, we're partners."
He stood beside Owen. "I ... I want
to help, Mrs. Brophy . . . Partners
gotta help each other, huh?" And
Joey did help. Straining, almost cry-
ing, Joey helped, and, just before the
door closed, Owen touched Joey's
shoulder.
Then Joey did not see Owen any
more.
* * *
By the end of July, Joey had not
seen Owen for two weeks. Joey want-
ed to see him, wanted him to see the
chicks: they were golden now, and
Owen had never seen them that way.
It was only right that Owen should
see them, for they were still his and
only partially Joey's and that only
because Owen wanted it that way.
But Owen did not come into the yard
to see the chicks, and whenever Joey
saw Mr. or Mrs. Brophy in the yard,
they were always too busy and did
not say more than an occasional
"Hello, Joey" or "How's the chicks?"
"I saw Mrs. Brophy today, Moth-
er," Joey said, searching news.
"You must not bother her, dear,"
his mother said.
"I didn't bother her ; she was hang-
ing the wash."
"She's very busy these days."
"I just asked her if Owen was com-
ing out."
"You must not bother her,"
"But why don't he come out?"
"He ... he can't right now."
"Is he mad at me?"
"No, dear, he's just . . ." She paused
and brushed the hair from her eyes.
"Why would he be mad at you? Just
the other day, in fact, I was talking
to Mrs. Brophy and she said Owen
was asking about you. He asked how
the chicks were. She told him what
a good job you're doing. Maybe you'll
see him soon."
But Joey did not see Owen, for the
next day Joey went to his grand-
mother's house. It was decided sud-
denly that he would go, and although
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he usually enjoyed his infrequent
visits to Grandmother Lynch, this
time he worried about the chicks and
Owen. When he returned home two
weeks later, he was glad. He went
immediately into the yard, but the
coop was no longer in the Brophy
yard, where it had been since they
built it; it was now in Joey's yard.
"How come it's over here?" Joey
asked.
"Owen gave the chicks to you," his
mother replied. "He moved . . . He
lives on a farm now, and he has bo
many chicks and cows and . . . every-
thing, he wants you to look after
these. He knows how much you'll
care for them."
"Will I be able to visit him, Mrs.
Brophy?" Owen asked, but she
seemed not to hear. Later, when Joey
returned to his own house, he asked
his mother the same question, but she
was busy about so many things, he
re-entered the yard and spoke to the
chicks. "I guess you know I'm gonna
take care of you now. He still likes
you, though, Owen does. He ... he
told me so, and he said we can visit
him . . . sometime. He'll be glad to
see you, especially with all your dye
off."
One of the chicks scraped its beak
against the perch and another spread
its wings. They were growing nicely
now, but Joey missed Owen, especial-
ly at feeding time, the time Owen
had enjoyed the most. Joey wished
Owen were there to see the chicks
waddle through the now-tall grass
looking for food.
In the middle of August, Joey went
into the yard at his usual time to
feed the chicks. There was a storm
threatening and he was going to
bring them into the house before
feeding them, but he decided to wait
until after they ate, for they seemed
to enjoy it all the more on the
grass. He opened the door, then
called, "Here, cheep-cheep-cheep-
cheep," but before any of the chicks
left the coop, Mrs. Brophy entered
the yard. She descended the steps too
quickly and stumbled on the bottom
steps.
"Hello, Mrs. Brophy," Joey said,
"I'm feeding the chicks. They
—
"
"Stop that infernal racket!" Mrs.
Brophy snapped, her voice quavering,
her tone strange.
"Huh?" Joey said, holding up the
feed, "I'm just feeding the chicks."
"The chicks!" Mrs. Brophy said,
moving towards the coop, "What
right have they to be here?"
Joey stepped between Mrs. Brophy
and the coop. "Wait a minute, Mrs.
Brophy! Please wait! Please!" He
snatched the coop up in his arms.
The chicks cheeped and flapped their
wings. Joey backed away from Mrs.
Brophy. "Mother!" he shouted,
"Mother!"
"What's the matter?" a voice be-
hind Joey asked: it was Mr. Brophy.
"Joanne!" Mr. Brophy said, stepping
quickly from his house into the yard.
He grabbed Mrs. Brophy firmly but
gently. He held her by the shoulders;
she was crying now.
"I didn't do nothing, Mr. Brophy,"
Joey said, still clutching the coop. "I
was feeding the chicks, that's all . . ."
"I ... I know, Joey . . , I know,"
Mr. Brophy said, leading Mrs. Brophy
into the house.
Two days later the fourth chick
died, and the following week Mr.
and Mrs. Brophy moved away. On
the day the moving van came for the
furniture, the fifth chick died, and
when Joey's mother said. "Mr. and
Mrs. Brophy are going to the farm;
they're going to live with Owen on
the farm," he shook his head.
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"No . . ," Joey said, his voice soft,
hardly audible. "No," he repeated,
"Owen . . . he's with our chicks."
New neighbors, elderly people who
kept to themselves, moved into the
Brophy home and built a high fence
in the yard, but it did not matter to
Owen, for he started school the fol-
lowing week, and he was too busy
with schoolwork to go into the yard;
then, the weather turned cold and his
mother lined the back door with
newspaper, so he no longer went into
the yard, nor did he look into the
yard from the back window, at least
not for a long time, and when he
finally did, it was just after the first
snowfall of that year, and he first
had to wipe steam from the pane
with his hand, for his mother was
cooking the evening meal in the
kitchen. The window cleared of steam,
and he pressed his face against the
chilled glass. The kitchen light was
behind him and the yard was dark,
so he had to press his face against
the window and shield his eyes from
the light to see out. Slowly his eyes
became accustomed to the darkness
of the yard : the yard was covered by
the recently-fallen snow and the
snow was dulled by the night, and the
night and the piled snow and the
high fence made the yard seem much
smaller. He had to look very closely
to see, lying discarded in a corner of
the yard, the coop.
It was buried almost completely,
and it looked different.
Infinity Took a Step Today
• David Redmayne
Infinity took a step today, the way
A random flower grows in beds of shale,
Quietly untouched without the stale
Silent thunder that comes with births of day
Or roots cracking concrete as they must;
It slid forward an eon of grass, grown
Beneath damp planks split with moss, sown
By hands aged like mine, and trembling trust
A birth begun again to mar a scream
That wakes us never, even when we dream.
Validation
Loy Otis Banks
In a very large city there was an
extremely wealthy publisher who at
the age of forty-nine had a bad heart.
Yet doctors could find nothing at
fault in the publisher's heart or in his
circulatory system. They had exam-
ined him many times after he had
complained of pain, of faintness, of
palpitations, of nausea and had de-
clared his heart sound. But the pub-
lisher knew that the pain, the faint-
ness, the palpitations, and the nau-
sea were real, and he determined to
find the cure himself.
At this point two very vivid im-
pressions came to the publisher. They
came at the same time, or so he
thought and taught himself to be-
lieve. The more vivid impression
—
it seemed to him more nearly a pro-
phetic gift—was that a stock-market
crash would occur on his fiftieth
birthday. As it happened, he had in-
vested most of his money in stocks,
and now he determined to sell them,
not all at once but progressively over
the period of the critical year. But
then the question arose of what he
should invest the stock money in.
The second impression that came
to the publisher—he was several
times a millionaire—was that his
heart would improve only if he gave
away his money. But the thought
was like a thorn in his side, in his
heart, that thought of giving away
his money. He saw of course that the
two impressions were at odds. The
first assured him that through prompt
action he could retain his fortune in
the face of certain adversity. The
second? It was apparent that if he
must give away his money to save his
heart, there was no point at all in
the first impression.
But he was a resourceful man. He
considered the paradox: the clear call
to save his money and the admonish-
ment to give it away. Now it occurred
to him that with each gift he made of
a portion of his money, his heart
would improve by so much.
That is a fair way to look at the
matter, he said to himself. And so
he reasoned that it would be neces-
sary to give away only a small bit
of his fortune.
In any case he saw that there would
be time to experiment, a twelve-
month of experiment, and he felt con-
fident that his heart would mend so
long as he followed the formula of
tho second impression. But where to
start?
There was a nephew on the coast,
he remembered, a young interne of
twenty-six or twenty-seven who had
an almost uncontrollable bent for
racetrack driving. Why not buy him
the fastest and most powerful car
manufactured ?
The next morning he had one of
his secretaries place an order with an
Italian manufacturer of racing cars.
But when he sat down for the noon-
time meal in his office, he was un-
able to eat. His heart was acting
strangely again, and he Avas fearful.
He pushed the food aside and
stretched back in his chair to ease the
palpitations. Then the explanation
came to him: the improvement to his




He knew of course on what day the
Ferrari was delivered to the nephew.
The impression was so clear that
afternoon that he could later point
back to the hour and minute, because
at the precise moment of delivery, his
heart palpitation ceased, the pain
and faintness vanished. For the first
time in several years he felt a meas-
ure of easement, and if he had had a
wife, he would have done something
nice for her. He was pleased when
a few days later a telegram arrived
from the nephew.
Dear Uncle Josh
Ferrari a gem Deeply grateful
Giving up interneship Going to
Mexico soon Big race
Your Nephew Nat
Weeks went by without any change
for the worse in the publisher's heart.
By this time he had given up the plan
to sell his stocks a few at a time.
Then slowly the old symptoms re-
turned. The publisher waited three
days to make certain that the difficul-
ty was not in his digestive tract. It
was not, he decided after the third
day. The formula, he thought, the
formula of the second impression.
It needs satisfying again.
There was a young girl—eighteen
or nineteen, he thought she would be
now—the daughter of his former mis-
tress and an understudy to a cele-
brated ballerina. He allowed himself
to think of her sometimes as his own
daughter, but she had always called
him Uncle Josh. She was still in an
early apprenticeship with the ballet
troupe, and he knew that for a time
she had worked as an extra in the
film colony to earn her tuition at a
school of the ballet. Perhaps, he
thought, he could buy her a contract
for a leading role in a film.
The publisher promptly placed a
call to one of the film companies, a
company whose producer he knew
well. It would take, the producer in-
sisted, $100,000 to buy up the con-
tract of the girl already cast in the
current production. And it would take
another $100,000 to go back over the
scenes already made. Then there
would be delay expenses. Couldn't the
publisher wait for the next produc-
tion? No, the publisher said, he could
not.
It was a costly gift, the publisher
knew, but in the end he decided to
advance the money, $250,000 in all.
Only if one looked at the outlay sel-
fishly, he thought, was it a sound
transaction. But then he had to think
of his heart and the formula of the
second impression.
He felt a little more at peace now.
He leaned back in his comfortable
chair and lit up a very mild cigar.
It was two days later that the pub-
lisher had a heart attack. It was an
attack of low magnitude. The nephew
had not died immediately but had
held on to life for twenty-six hours
after his Ferrari had blown out a tire
and turned over three times on a
Mexican racetrack.
But what saved the publisher was
the fact that on the same day the
nephew died, the ballerina signed her
contract with the film producer. The
publisher sent his regrets to the boy's
lather, and thereby considered the
matter closed.
While the publisher was making
a quick recovery in the hospital, a
telegram came from the film colony:
Dear Uncle Josh
How CAN I THANK YoU HAVE
given me a NEW life BREAKING
OFF BALLET STUDY AlL MY LOVE
Your Deb
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Well, he didn't know if he quite
liked the "Your Deb," but her re-
sponse was amusing. He supposed
now she would make a success at act-
ing. He immediately put her out of
his mind.
The critical year was moving on.
One morning, the publisher was re-
minded that his fiftieth birthday was
only three months away. Fortunately,
the unsold stocks were still rising
steadily in value so that the depletion
to his fortune by the gifts to his
nephew and the young ballerina was
already compensated for. He was en-
couraged by his financial soundness.
But with his heart, all was not
sound. There had been the attack
earlier, and the periods during which
there were no palpitations and pain
had been offset by the agony of that
one terrifying experience.
One day he discovered that the im-
pression of his second gift—the film
contract for the ballerina—was de-
cidedly less distinct. He was feeling
a little less resilient than usual, and
the long afternoons seemed to sap
more and more of his energy. And
then the palpitations revisited him.
He concluded that the formula need-
ed refreshing.
But now it happened that the stock
market began to develop a slow de-
cline. To the publisher, this was not
alarming. He had studied market
trends for years, and he felt certain
that before his fiftieth birthday there
would be a phenomenal upsurge, just
prior to the disastrous slump. He
waited for it. He hadn't of course
forgotten the formula of the second
impression, recognizing the satisfac-
tion required for his heart, but he de-
cided that in spite of the increasing
palpitations, the pain and all, he
would delay making the next gift.
Not, however, up to the point of pro-
voking another attack.
And while the slock market in-
creasingly attracted the publisher's
attention, the young ballerina was
having a hard time of it satisfying the
producer and director of the film
company. She was not, they thought,
adequately prepared for such a major
role. Several times they had felt that
besides being miscast, she lacked an
essential competence before the cam-
eras. And so matters being as they
were, they announced a two-weeks
respite in filming. Even then they
felt fairly certain that the respite
would extend into a long delay, and
then abandonment of the production.
The publisher had every reason
to keep a close watch on his heart,
and on one day of accelerated pain
he realized that he could no longer
delay satisfying again the formula of
the second impression.
There was the son of a professor of
languages, an old man now whom the
publisher had known and admired
in his undergraduate years at the
university. The son, he recalled, had
shown exceptional promise as a
young poet, but soon after publica-
tion of his third book, his poems
had fallen out of favor with the times,
and his subjects were no longer ac-
ceptable. He had then retreated from
the public gaze, traveled widely,
alone, and finally settled into a re-
mote area of the coastal hills to con-
tinue his writing.
What could be done for him?
The publisher considered, and an
impression came to him. He "vvould
found a college of poets, and the pro-
fessor's son, the poet-recluse who was
now in his late thirties, Avould be the
comptroller.
In the film colony, the ballerina
was now idle because the production
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was being held up. Early each morn-
ing, after the two weeks respite, she
went to the studio to see if work on
the film was to be resumed, and
each morning a secretary informed
her that the postponement had not
been lifted. But she had been under
strict discipline as a ballerina, and
she kept up her trips to the studio
for more than a month. Finally, be-
ginning to despair, she went one day
to the ballet center, hopeful that she
might return as an understudy to the
celebrated ballerina there.
The trip was a sore disappointment.
The troupe had moved out, had al-
ready gone abroad for the start of
the new season.
She did not go the next morning
to the film studio, and when she went
to bed that night she could not sleep.
Nor could she get any sleep the next
two nights. It was then she thought
of sleeping pills. She took only a few
the first night and thereby got some
rest, but as the days went on and
no word came from the studio, her
sleeplessness increased and she was
obliged to increase the dosage.
In the great city, the publisher had
told no one about the prophecy to be
fulfilled on his fiftieth birthday, and
the final week of the publisher's for-
ty-ninth year had begun. Sometimes
he wished that he had sought the
confidence of one of his secretaries
but always he had thought of objec-
tions in a matter of such high conse-
quence.
Pained unsparingly now by his re-
calcitrant heart, sleepless and anxiety-
ridden by his devotional watch on the
stock market, the publisher whipped
himself into feverish action. On Mon-
day he tried to reach the poet by
telephone. The poet had no telephone.
On Tuesday he ordered a search by
helicopter. The poet had left his lair.
Not until Thursday, the day before
the publisher's fiftieth birthday, was
the poet taken. He was apprehended
in a forest, where he had been mak-
ing a summer camp.
Would the poet fly to the great city
and talk with the publisher about
plans for the college of poets? No,
the poet said, he would not. Each
poet was a college in himself.
Would the poet accept a year's sal-
ary advance of $50,000? No, the
poet answered, but if someone would
help him get in a supply of wood
against the winter, he would be more
than grateful.
The publisher's emissaries found
the poet very nearly totally unrespon-
sive, as if he thought the $50,000 and
a college comxptrollership might do
him harm instead of good. He was a
queer one, no doubt of that. But the
emissaries had been given absolute
instructions. They were not to come
back with the money. It was to be
left, at all costs, on the poet's prem-
ises and, if possible, within his vision.
While one of them kept up a stri-
dent conversation with the poet out-
side his tent, the other went inside
and lined the tent with bank notes
totaling $50,000.
It was early afternoon when the
emissaries returned to the great city
and reported to the publisher.
Although in great pain, the pub-
lisher smiled knowingly at their re-
port. He was wise in the ways of
temptation. His gift could not pos-
sibly be refused.
In the film colony, the ballerina
had gotten word just before noon
that she had been released from con-
tract, that the film was being aban-
doned. She ate nothing for the rest
of the day, but wandered about the
colony, walking aimlessly for hours
until night came on. Then she went
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back to her quarters and swallowed
fifty sleeping pills. She would be
dead by morning.
In his office the publisher waited
patiently and painfully for two
promptings: one which would lead
him to sell his stocks in the late after-
noon trading or direct him to wait
until the opening of the exchange the
next morning; and another which
would signify that the poet had weak-
ened into acceptance of the $50,000.
He waited, and it wasn't until mid-
afternoon that the attack on his heart
came. He did not die there in his
chair. He was taken to a hospital and
treated by the foremost heart special-
ist in the great city. But his heart was
beyond repair. He died in the first
hour of his fiftieth birthday, and
so was validated the formula of the
second impression.
And, yes, the first impression was
confirmed on the same day.
Comfort
Sister Maura, S.S.N.D.
When I hear my heart suddenly
importunate (heart so strong,
familiar, Steady) , I wonder
—
sharply—when will its easy song
break off. And what note
of condolence shall I write
to myself? Words strangle with effort.
There in the night
sky dark and holy
only
a beeswax sickle of moon
lights my lonely
surety that after one resurrection
there was the Virgin's human death
and absolute joyous homing in God.
See, I tell my sightless breath.
Four Poems
• John C. Hoy
My Daughter Wakens Me
Pulled from the warm sleep
of afternoon
by lips whispering
deep in my ear
delicately piercing the lost
flesh of my face,
with her words saying,
"Give up
this sleep. Come away from it
for it will
only hurt you." My eyes
caught
her lips as she spoke
urging me
awake. The sigh on my
breath
tells her how it is to be
awakened beautifully.
For the Eagles at Millbrook School
A bird behind rusted
chicken wire blinks.
His keeper speaks:
"His name is Genghis.
He is is the oldest
golden eagle
in captivity."
The bird looks at me




But, rest uneasy until
I see his mate.
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Her gaze comes over his shoulder.
Eggless, no eagle sons
to suck her beak
or push out of the box
provided as a nest
I understand her protest.
The pair of them
stabbing this wood
hearing the mice around
their make-shift cage
must keep the night well.
The Spider Taketh Hold With Her Hands
Proverbs
Webbed into corners
in the palaces of kings
brittle lives
cease creeping.
Within the stirring house
the hungry spider waits,
her curse woven on the threads
in the air, so delicate, waiting.
Clasping their abdomens
as if rightfully accused,
the beasties curl
upon a useless seed.
Men fear death in moistures
hearing marrow break,
the blood flooding its rhyme.
Bones crack and flesh spreads
violence with a broken voice.
And if the time comes during sleep
a cough or speck of phlegm is enough.
The dust from the web may drift,
or in going a tremor may lift
the ears of those who wait
to hear or imagine after
that they heard her come.
We are all left in silence once.
The living take hold with their hands.
The contents of the web
are brushed like crumbs of bread
across the palace floor
and swept into the garden.
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A Slight Casuistry
The smiles of our climbing
and then our cooling sheets
filled the room with a breeze
exhilarating, though sad as loss.
A crisp torment as I fell to sleep.
On waking that first time
with your hand cupped and warming
on my ashen chest
I breathed the night air
into the conduct of our waking.
You had trusted your intuition
found our flesh was thin.
And passive night chilled my root,
aroused again, sharpened,
it broke in your warmth like a twig.
Your hands arranged its fabric
as we dressed ourselves
a flux of garments in the dark.
I remarked the turning trees
aware of brilliant leaves I could not see.
What was the logic that brought
those minutes vivid
to their knees, yet not to let them kneel?
We felt the cold pinch
the stems, cutting reds and yellows.
An accidental episode, you called it,
a slight casuistry,
the length of fall, a first snow,
the hurt before the spring.
Minutes to accuse the seasons.
Wide arms took in the barren
limbs of naked trees.
What it was without its cloth
became mere foliage
for all the vessels of our blood.
Now, raking the grass, I scratch
the pebbles, turning the leaves
over the earth like coins
still teasing the flesh
we barter, love and burn.
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Painting the Roses Red
• Frank J. Lawrence
Johanna Rusichka was comforted
in knowing that no one had really
known Lew, or Ludoviche, Burrock
in Syracuse before this trouble hap-
pened. All Johanna herself had
known of Lew was through his moth-
er, who was Johanna's second cousin,
old Mrs. Burrock, the widow. The
Burrocks lived above the firehouse on
M Street just off Phelps, where the
Rusichkas lived. Emma Burrock was
the daughter of a soldier who fought
for America in the Spanish war. He
finally established his family in Syra-
cuse and had gone to work in the En-
dicott shoe factory that had started
up on a grand scale. Johanna's father,
Anton (Emma's father's first cous-
in), left his family in Syracuse also,
but had gone to California by him-
self. No one ever saw or heard of
him again. Johanna liked to think
he had died defending his faith or a
woman's purity, but Emma said most
likely he had given up the former
and taken away the latter.
Johanna didn't like to hear her
father talked about the way Emma
did, and so she was often angry with
Emma. And who really knew any-
way? Perhaps Emma Burrock was
right. But to say such things . . .
Johanna had seen to it that Josef
and herself were good providers for
their family. Mary, their daughter,
had not rolled cigars. Johanna won-
dered, though, in view of what hap-
pened, whether Mary would not have
been better off rolling cigars piece-
work as she had been doing.
Work, after all, was the life of
the Slovak people. Born to the land,
they had nothing that they hadn't
ripped from the earth's womb by
force. And now they were Slovak-
Americans. Their ideal of labor had
not changed, but had seemed to grow.
Man had been made for work; it was
the ultimate perfection of the indi-
vidual. Sweat was the badge of the
human being. And money, money to
clear the house first of all; then to
plant vegetables and hoe the ground
till dark, to be independent of the
Jrisher zasranis who lorded over the
good Slovak-Americans, blew steam
at them from their locomotives,
threw bricks on their front la\\Tis,
and jeered at them for not speaking
English, and laughed at them when
they tried. This was the ideal: to
work to overcome the outsiders, to es-
tablish themselves away from the run
of life secluded in their Slovak-Amer-
ican communities—the ultimate fruit
of work.
The trouble had started. Johanna
thought, because of work. Lew Bur-
rock and work. Old Mrs. Burrock
was close. (Johanna never called Em-
ma anything except "old," for after
all, Emma was a year older.) She
didn't have a lot of money, for she
was a -widow. She did have enough
of a pension to take care of Lew,
Julie, Tony, and Steve, and she did
take care until Lew was ten. After
that, she got him into the shoe fac-
tory at Endicott. That was when she
told Johanna she had started to put
something by for her old age. Lew
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turned over his salary every week.
He must've turned all of it over, at
least enough for Tony to become a
pharmacist and Steve to graduate
from business college. These were
his younger brothers.
Shortly after Tony had finished
his schooling, for he was still work-
ing at Potachka's drug store, old
Mrs. Burrock came running to Jo-
hanna. Running, because it seemed
to be the habit of the older people
never to walk. It was connected with
the philosophy of work in some way.
They ran to the store; they ran to
church, to funerals, to the movies,
and to each others' homes, and all
ran on their heels it seemed, for they
made loud thuds on the pavements.
Old Mrs. Burrock came running into
Johanna's house, and this was a rare
occasion, for it was rather Johanna
and the other woman who usually
ran to see Emma.
Ludoviche, it seemed, had had a
scrap with the pastor of Saints Cyril
and Methodius Church over the wages
for doing the sexton chores on week-
ends. Ludoviche had said that he
wasn't going to go to Mass at all
anymore, since if all the priests were
money-grabbers, he wasn't going to
give a damn for them. This, old Mrs.
Burrock seemed to accept as a mat-
ter of fact like death, but what upset
her was that Ludoviche had left home
entirely and had stopped sending
money. And there was the hint of a
woman . . .
Johanna was having her own trou-
bles at the time: her daughter had
been complaining about the back-
ward life that they lived in the Slo-
vak-American section.
"We even live like foreigners still,"
Mary would say whining. "Why must
we always live next door to Slovaks,
the Mihuloviches?" she had asked.
So it had been new and daring
clothes for Mary: shortened skirts,
low pumps without spats. And then
had started the long walks to the
American part of town. Johanna was
certain that Mary had been flirting
with young American men, even
Irishers, maybe. She had been read-
ing American books too: things like
. . . well . . . like Carrie, or some-
thing Carrie. Then had started the
series of letters from Philadelphia.
Each week Mary had posted one to
that city and had received one from
there. Johanna had checked. It had
been a man's handwriting.
Old Mrs. Burrock continued to
weep bitter tears over the lot of "good
Slovak-American mothers abandoned
by unnatural boys." Things had been
different over in Slovakia. There a
boy followed his father, perhaps as
servant or tenant to a leading family
of zasrani Czechs; he supported his
parents dutifully. "He was not like
Ludoviche: a Czech, a runaway bum.
A bum was what he would be short-
ly, if he was not one already."
For two months, old Mrs. Burrock
had had Johanna and some of the
other ladies of the section in to cof-
fee and holachki, and everyday it was
"the same bum that her son Ludo-
viche was: abandoner of widows and
orphans, son of the devil, zasrani of
a son."
Soon, though, the Slovak ladies had
tired of hearing the litany of the
zasrani and took their holachki else-
where, and old Mrs. Burrock lost her
glory. It was heard that she had
placed Julie in the shoe factory.
For a year, Mary had grown more
dissatisfied, and more letters passed
hands. Johanna had her suspicions,
but said nothing except: "Wait until
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you find a good working Slovak-
American man; marry him . . . We
shall look around for you."
"What if I've already found some-
one?" Mary had asked.
"Who?"
"Somebody," Mary had answered
and smiled. She had the latest letter
in her hand. Johanna snatched it
away from her and greedily looked at
it. It was in American, and so Johan-
na couldn't tell what it said. She
could understand the word Wed-nes-
day, for she had seen it on the calen-
dar.
The doorbell rang and in ran old
Mrs. Burrock. A stout woman she
was—^much too stout for a Slovak-
American—with wide hips, big
hands, and bow legs. She had evident-
ly set her hat upon her head in some
aggressive mental state, for she had
jammed the hat-pin into the hat so
that it stuck out of her bun at an
acute angle that suggested the barbed
collar of a bull dog. Johanna had
often thought that old Mrs. Burrock
did, after all, look like a bull dog
with her blunt nose and heavy jowls.
It turned out that Ludoviche was
no longer zasrani; he had acquired
a profession. He had apprenticed him-
self to a man named Peaches, or
something like that, and had passed
a state examination. Old Mrs. Bur-
rock's Ludoviche was a "whitecoat
druggies man." He was sending
money again and would come home
for a while next week.
The coffee and kolachki parties
enjoyed a brief revival, and this tale
of Slovak-American success was add-
ed to the folk ballad tradition of the
community of Syracuse to be brought
out whenever the conversation failed,
or to point up a moral, or merely for
the sake of having something over
which to cluck tongues and shake
hands.
Ludoviche was back. Johanna
heard old Mrs. Burrock praise him.
Such a good boy he was, her Ludo-
viche, she had said proudly with no
hint of his former zasrani state.
Johanna had begun to have her
doubts when, two days later, both
Mary and Lew had disappeared. Her
suspicions were confirmed when, six
months later, Mary returned preg-
nant saying that Lew had left her.
Johanna went to the second kolach-
ki brunch after their sudden burst of
new energy.
".
. . So Mary's husband has died,"
Johanna explained to the women.
"She will live with us at her home."
"Emma Burrock has told us that
Mary was married to her son, Ludo-
viche, and that he had to go to Ger-
many to work in a government hos-
pital, and that it is unlikely that they
will ever come together again soon,"
Mira Mihulovich said in reply. She
smiled broadly, as did the other wom-
en. Someone tittered. The brunch
broke up abruptly.
The brunches continued, and Jo-
hanna had continued to attend if only
to protect Mary from the barbed
tongues. It soon l)ecame apparent that
old Mrs. Burrock would maintain her
position that Lew was indeed alive
and that he was supporting her, Em-
ma.
Johanna was determined that she
would carry it off that Mary had in-
deed not married Lew at all, but an-
other man. a kind, generous, hard-
working Slovak-American man who
had been brutally murdered by a zas-
rani Irisher who ran over him wth
his locomotive. The husband's name
had been Jahan Mesnik, originally
from Bratislava near Prague, the son
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of a farmer. Jahan had worked for a
tobacco company in Lancaster, Penn-
sylvania. Johanna told Mira Mihulo-
vich. He had married Mary seven
months ago in Philadelphia. Natural-
ly, she, Johanna, and Josef had been
disappointed that they had had no
say in the arrangements, but in
these troubled times, with the Kaiser
on the rampage, no one could be cer-
tain. So it had been really good they
had married fast; it was merely a
misfortune the Irisher had run over
Jahan; and such a fine Slovak-Amer-
ican boy.
Naturally, too, Mary was expected
to wear, and appear in, black before
her seclusion. Johanna had seen to
that.
Unfortunately, Emma Burrock had
persisted in that perfidious lie that
her Ludoviche was the father of the
unborn child in Mary, and so Johan-
na was on her way now to see Emma,
or almost. Johanna brushed back her
thick hair toward the bun at the back
of her head. She had what she would
call in anybody else a "puggie nose."
Her own was straight and true, a
classical Slavic nose: turned up at the
tip and pushed back so that the nos-
trils showed like two dark goose eggs.
The cheekbones were high, broad,
masculine, determined. Johanna
threw the babushka over her head
and tied it smartly. She kicked off
her maroon felt carpet slippers and
squeezed her feet into the black shoes.
She was off.
Perhaps there was a way to reason
with old Mrs. Burrock, Johanna
thought while she ran along the
Phelps Street sidewalk. But no. She,
Johanna, had been lying about Jahan
Mesnik, and no one had really be-
lieved her. No. Clearly everyone had
believed Emma Burrock, for Lew was
a hometown boy, someone that the
people could more readily believe in.
No one from the Slovak-American
section had ever married anyone from
outside it. Clearly what had to be
done was to—what? What kind of ly-
ing was permitted by the Church?
(It was permitted to tell a lie to avoid
propagating scandal. Father Ergahr-
ka had said once. And scandal would
be propagated if the story were told
flatly. It would indeed have a sad
demoralizing effect upon the good
Slovak-American women to hear that
one of their number had fallen into
the hands of the devil—and to one of
the Slovak-American devils at that.
By all means, the women should never
be disillusioned.
Johanna had no direct plan. She
was not good in the art of argument.
Even her half-brother, the bishop
back in Prague, had told her that,
when he had tried to teach her years
ago. The bishop! Here was another
reason for making the story right.
What if the bishop should get word
that a niece—? Not only that, but the
family, with a relative a bishop, had
to keep up a grand moral character,
for it would not be good for the
Church or the bishop to have a scan-
dal like this.
Johanna decided that an open mind
to any opportunity to grasp the
terms of any situation would be her
best defense against the tactics of old
Mrs. Burrock.
"You must think of the talk," Jo-
hanna said to Emma when they were
seated in the parlor.
Emma sat on the brown mohair
club chair facing Johanna, who sat
on the sofa which matched the chair.
The chair had been drawn close to
the console wireless on top of which
sat a bouquet of crepe paper flow-
ers : orange and red and yellow. These
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colors were striking, Johanna
thought, against the beige leaf wall-
paper. Over the wireless there hung
a large reproduction of Christ weep-
ing over the city of Jerusalem. This
picture was a favorite of the Slovak-
American community. After Emma
had bought hers, the other women
had followed, for this picture was the
image of the poor Slovak people: the
minority, the outcasts. The good Slo-
vak women wept at Mass each day
over the lot of the poor, lost Slovak
people, dispersed over the face of
the earth—some not even knowing of
their glorious heritage. The melan-
choly of the picture fitted into the
surroundings of the room and the en-
tire Slovak community of Syracuse.
But this was a glorious melancholy in
a way, for all who were living in this
city could share in the sorrow and
so at once intensify and diffuse the
sadness. They could congratulate each
other in their holy grief.
Emma Burrock seemed not to have
heard her, Johanna thought, for she
merely sat there sipping her coffee.
"Imagine what they are all say-
ing," Johanna said.
"It does not concern me," Emma
replied. She bit into a kolachki and
licked at the lekvar that had dripped
over her thumb.
"It concerns your son," said Jo-
hanna.
"From what I hear, it concerns
that . . . daughter of yours and a
man named Mesnik or something like
that. My son is Ludoviche, and he is
a druggies man in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia," she answered, turn-
ing over the last word, savoring it.
"But you have said to Mira that it
was Lew and Mary who got married,
and that Lew is gone off to Germany
for the government."
"I must have been mistaken, for he
lives in Philadelphia."
"What about Lew and Mary mar-
rying?"
"I must have been mistaken in that
too, since you are the mother's moth-
er and must really know who will be
the father of the child."
"But why did you say your story
if Lew is not married to Mary? . . .
Oh, you have me confused!"
"I do?"
"Mary has told me it was Lew. I
know. So does everybody else."
"Then why have you said it was
Jahan Mesnik?"
"I was trying to protect my daugh-
ter
—
and Lew too, if you won't do
it, his own mother."
Johanna had seen Lew only one
time, and she had not been impressed.
It had been at a funeral. He had re-
fused to accept the ritual embrace
and farewell given by the undertaker
who had, by custom, taken on the
impersonation of the dead man. Lew
had turned and walked out. But Jo-
hanna would defend him too, even a
zasrani of a child and wife abandon-
er, a breaker of Slovak-American cus-
toms. Of course, in addressing each
one by their familiar names, the
undertaker had said to Lew, "Good-
bye, zasrani." After all, that had been
all everyone had heard him called,
even by his own mother.
".
. . Yes, I am Ludoviche's moth-
er," Emma said breaking in on Jo-
hanna's thought. "And I am proud
of my Ludoviche, a druggies man,
white-coat. He sends me money." This
last she stated in triumph.
"Then he should send my Mary
money too, for he is her husband,"
Johanna said, though she really didn't
mean it.
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"Your daughter's husband is dead,
you said." And Emma smiled.
"Your Ludoviche is alive, and he
is my Mary's husband."
"My Ludoviche never got married
to her, and so he is not her husband,"
Emma said fast and then quickly
shut her mouth as though she had
swallowed a fly. She swiftly raised
her coffee cup and sipped, making a
slurping noise.
"Never married!" Johanna shout-
ed.
"He is not anybody's husband, and
that is good. It is not good that a
druggies man marry into cigar peo-
ple."
"She is . . . my Mary is his third
cousin!"
"You never call me cousin. It is
always behind my back that you
name me 'Old Mrs. Burrock' when I
cannot tell them that I am but a year
older."
"I-am-still-younger-and - you - look-
much-older-you-cannot-help-it."
Johanna touched her head and
rubbed it. What was she saying?
What had she really come to do?
But of course. The husband should
be dead; then Mary could be inno-
cent and further—pitied.
Johanna glanced at one wall where
there hung an icon of the Virgin.
Why did women have to be women?
Or, if they had to be women, why did
they have to conceive? Or, if they
did conceive, why was this such a big
great important thing, a scandal for
the unwed and when it was supposed-
ly a natural thing? Why were wom-
en women?
"I want you to say that Lew has
died, Emma Burrock," she said firm-
ly as if the firmness would beget the
fact.
"But my Ludoviche is druggies
man, lives in Philadelphia, and is
.rich . . . He will pay you ... I know
... I will ask him. He will."
"No. It is no good any other way.
He must either marry my Mary, or
be dead to everyone in Syracuse."
"He may want to come and see his
mamma. What then?"
"He must never come here again."
"You cannot make him do that; he
is rich now, and so am I. You cannot
make me do what you want either,
not now."
"Think, though, the bad name he
will have for doing this."
"He has bad name already . . .
from when he was bad and a zas-
rani."
"He is a zasrani now for doing
this to my Mary. If he does not have
a reputation to lose, my Mary does.
Please. At least say that he has gone
away and won't come back."
"My Ludoviche might come back
to see me sometime."
"You are both zasranis! You are
an unnatural relative. You are a bitch
and the mother of a whore-maker."
Johanna became silent. She gritted
her teeth and ground her molars. She
could say no more for a minute. Her
jaws seemed to close naturally upon
the words that she had just uttered.
Her jaw muscles bulged out and
throbbed.
"You play with cigars, you daugh-
ter of a Czech runaway," Emma
shouted.
"My father was Slovak, not Czech.
If someone has Czech blood, it is
your Ludoviche, scum and zasrani
that he is."
Johanna could do nothing it
seemed. It had looked so simple be-
fore she had come down here. She
could not allow that her Mary would
be thought to be a common woman,
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a walker of streets. Neither could she
allow it that she had been married
and that her husband had left her.
That seemed to hold worse disgrace,
for it would take away from her wom-
anhood—and the baby?
"You realize that the baby will be
witness to your Ludoviche. It will
look like him, and then everyone will
know."
"That's right, isn't it?" Emma
smiled.
Emma was right. The boy would
speak silently from the minute it was
born that her daughter was a whore.
True, it might very well look like
Lew, but it would be born of Mary,
and Mary would be to blame. She
should not have opened that argu-
ment. Emma, obviously, didn't care.
"Then I will tell everyone that I
am its grandmother, and we will call
it zassi, and you and I will be its
grandmammas. You will see; it will
be fun," Emma said.
"Yes. It will be fun."
"Now let me advise you, Johanna
Rusichka. Take the money that Lu-
doviche will send to you each month.
You can do nothing about the baby,
for it is past seven months. Take the
money—and and we will say—I will
say, I tell you. We will say that Ludo-
viche must work in Philadelpha, and
that he wants the baby to be brought
up in Syracuse, for this is his rightful
home, and he is proud of it. We will
tell everyone that my Ludoviche runs
a big business down there, and that
he must be there all of the time.
About his woman, your Mary, we
will say that she was homesick and
that my Ludoviche, in consideration,
allows her to live at home. If he ever
visits me, he will, of course come in
for a minute to see the baby—a mere
courtesy."
Emma beamed. She was evidently
pleased with herself. Johanna's eyes
sparkled for a minute. That story
seemed weaker than Jahan Mesnik's.
"One thing, Emma Burrock. We
cannot take the money. It would
make us low to do that."
"You will take the money."
"No."
"If you want this tale to be told in
the right way by me, you will take
the money, and so your daughter
will be held to be innocent by all.'"
"I will know what we are for tak-
ing the money," Johanna said.
"Tozi will, and / will."
"Why must we take the money?"
"Because, because—let us say that
it is a speculation in a grandson. I
have reasons." Old Mrs. Burrock
smiled.
Johanna wondered how it came to
this. She was the one going to dictate
the terms. Somehow she thought it
would be worse this way after a while.
She might conceivably lose a grand-
child too. The other way, with every-
body knowing about it, it would have
been shared and so would not have
been so much to bear alone. And yet
Johanna had to take the other way,
for people didn't understand that
they would be helping to share a bur-
den. They would not make good Cy-
reneans, but would press more weight
on the cross-bearers; and, in so do-
ing, destroy them.
Further, Johanna did not want the
pious women of the Magdalen society
coming into her house and so let the
whole community know what really
happened. Johanna was herself a
member of the society; all the more
reason that none of its members
should cross on business into her
parlor.
She must, at all events, watch out
for poor Mary. And so she must use
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the way that old Mrs. Burrock "that the Rusichka-Little Roses shall
forced upon her. This way the story have their sweet smell and beautiful
had to be kept straight, for the slight- colors preserved for the awe of the
est variation in shade of meaning community?"
would spoil the total effect. Then if "My Mary will be glad. She will
some of the story would be raistold
—
be pleased," said Johanna, as she
"Are you not gay," Emma asked, walked out tying her babushka.
Two Sonnets
• Mother Mary Anthony, S.H.C.J.
Tewkesbury Abbey Church
These twelve stone centuries about me bruise
Imagination. Life-in-death, a glib
And comfortable archetype, renews
Its letter (like the jawbone and the rib)
In tomb and chantry, funerary brass
And war memorial. The Saxon site
And Norman stone and few lights of old glass,
The headless saints, and then the flowers right
From today's garden—coalescent time
Slips focus, spills, but for the shoring frame
Of art (remember how man out of slime
Of earth was drawn and molded) that can name
Creation, be its nature and its scope
Of ancient promise and eternal hope.
Epstein's Lazarus
You, fresh from Sheol's fringes, bidden back
To sight of swaying cedars—you are like
Them, rooted, straining—tall against the slack
Sky full of evening cloud shapes, sweep and spike,
Drift and mound; in another wind lane small
Racing clouds are witches hurrying to
Conventicles, or angels bringing all
Annunciations. Lazarus, are you
Reluctant still to open lips and eyes,
And be unbound, and let your fingers curve
Around an offered cup, and arms surprise
The weeping sisters? He, the Lord you serve,
Is summoning, fulfilling breath and bone
Drawing the witness soul out of the stone.
A Dream Unrealized
How many dreamers! How many
dreams realized! How many ex-
pired in its expiration. It was not
lost—not all.
Isaac Hecker
• John F. Gallagher
One of the many unrealized American dreams was the hope that the
American continent would become characterized by Utopian socialism or
communism, as it was called in the early nineteenth century. This dream,
it was believed, would be realized through the establishment of numerous
Utopian communities throughout the nation. The advocates of this approach
were few, some were silly, some mad, some brilliant, most were courageous,
and all failed.
Of course, since the days of the Puritans in Massachusetts, Americans
have been prone to Utopian schemes (the promise of peace, plenty, and
brotherly love). And the Utopian faith that men could remake their institu-
tions by reasoned choice had special appeal for Americans. After all, had
they not done exactly that in writing the Constitution in 1787?^
The period 1825 to 1860, in particular, reflects this tendency toward
utopianism. During that period nearly 100 Utopian communities were
founded. And although there were altogether 130 Utopian communities actual-
ly started in the United States, they all had something in common. They were
the logical solution to the dedicated reformer who desired complete change
quickly but without violent revolution. Within the small experimental com-
munity, drastic change could be brought about without upheaval, and the
rest of the world could watch without being immediately affected. Once the
success of the experiment was obvious, then the world could be expected to
imitate the experiment without the coercion which usually accompanies dras-
tic change in society .^
Unlike today's Marxian communists, most of the Utopians did not try
to impose their systems upon others. Rather, they endeavored through co-
operation among themselves to build communities only for themselves and
others who cared to join. Entry was voluntary, and an individual was free
to leave at any time. These communities aspired to self-government, indepen-
dent of the state. Their proponents also sought to achieve a basic economic
self-sufficiency. For them, man's important needs of body and spirit could
best be realized in a harmonious community "where labor had dignitv, the
mind was cultivated, and man's higher sense of self-interest found satisfying
recognition in cooperation."^
Many of the Utopian settlements were offshoots of organized churches
and, consequently, they tended to look toward God, the Bible, and church
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doctrine for inspiration. Others, however, were secular, and these groups
found inspiration in the teachings of Christianity but were not affiliated
with any particular church.
Only a few of these experiments lasted more than a year, for they were
small-scale projects characterized by insufficient preparation and capital.
Needless to say, there is neither the time nor the space to discuss all of these
communities or even those which were successful for a while. Consequently,
three of the most important Utopian establishments (New Harmony, Brook
Farm, and Oneida), representing the three most important Utopian socialist
approaches (Owenism, Fourierism, and bizarre religious conviction), have
been selected for analysis in the belief that a discussion of these will provide
an insight to Utopian socialism in America.
ROBERT OWEN AND NEW HARMONY
One of the most influential Utopian socialist writers in America was the
Englishman Robert Owen. It was Owen who established the cooperative
community of New Harmony, Indiana in 1825. Owen was born in 1771 in
Wales, and by using his own abilities rose from the laboring ranks. While
still quite young, he became a successful and wealthy cotton textile manufac-
turer. However, he was appalled by the condition of the workers in his own
mill town of New Lanark, and launched a program of decent housing, sanita-
tion, medical services, public education, and unemployment compensation.
Owen became increasingly concerned with social problems and finally re-
tired from business to devote the rest of his years to writing and speaking.
In fact, Owen's major purposes were social. His proposals for the ideal com-
munity were designed to bring a moral and rational society into being. The
economic organization of this ideal community was only a subordinate part
of the mechanism. It was a means, not an end.^
Owen's basic principle was that social improvement does not come about
by first improving each individual. The individual can be improved only
after a good environment, which brings out the best qualities in an individual,
has been established.^
Of Owen's writings, A New View of Society was probably his most in-
fluential work. In the first essay, Owen stated that contrary to the common
conception that character and basic traits were born with the individual,
any general character, from the best to the worst, from the
most important to the most enlightened, may be given to
any community, even to the world at large, by the applica-
tion of proper means; which means are to a great extent
at the command and under the control of those who have
influence in the affairs of men.^
Owen looked upon character as the resultant of social conditions. There were
attitudes, opinions, manners, and habits which were imposed upon the indi-
vidual by society; and, consequently, the primary responsibility for human
character rested not upon the individual, who was but a victim of the circum-
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stances surrounding him, but rather upon society itselfJ Originally, he
proposed reforms within the capitalistic structure, hut eventually he became
an avowed socialist and advocated equal wages and the common ownership
of property.
With means thus ample to procure wealth with ease and
pleasure to all, none will be so unwise as to have the
trouble and care of individual property. To divide proper-
ty among individauls in unequal proportions or to hoard
it for individual purposes will be perceived as useless and
injurious as it would be to divide air or light into unequal
quantities for different individuals, or that they should
hoard them.^
Nevertheless, Owen explicitly rejected the notion of class struggle. As early
as 1819, in "An Address to the Working Classes," he concluded that "the
rich and the poor, the governors and the governed, have really but one in-
terest." And as late as 1841, he was criticizing the Chartist movement because
it tended to "keep class divided against class."^
In America, Owen's ideas were heralded by such people as William
Duane of Philadelphia, the Jeffersonian editor of the Aurora, and a number
of leading Philadelphia and New York intellectuals.^^ It is of interest that
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and John Quincy Adams manifested an
appreciation for Owen's communitarian ideas. In fact, for awhile, Owen was
the rage of New York and Washington society. However, his popularity was
probably due more to his personality than to his ideas.
New Harmony was Owen's chief American testing ground for his ideas.
Actually, New Harmony was rather short-lived. In 1824 Owen purchased
New Harmony in Harmony Township, Posey County, Indiana from the Rap-
pites, a religious sect founded by George Rapp. Here was a fully-equipped vil-
lage and 20,000 acres for only $135,000. Owen could not resist this oppor-
tunity to test his plans.^^ By May of 1825 there were nine hundred people
at New Harmony, but by April of 1827, two years later. New Harmony was
a complete failure as a Utopian community. Part of the difficulty was that
although Owen provided for freedom of speech, equality of rights and duties,
common ownership of property, and rigid economy, considerable trouble was
caused by his "Declaration of Mental Independence," in which he attacked
irrational systems of religion and the marriage tie. The outside press bitterly
attacked Owen for his "liberal" approach to religion and marriage. The press
did not attack Owen for his Utopian socialism, which was at the center of his
thought, but rather for his unorthodox religious views which were the acci-
dentals of his thought. This seems to indicate that in 1825 the Utopian social-
ist point of view was more congenial to American ways of thinking than
religious unorthodoxy.^
The outside press, however, was not New Harmony's only problem. With-
in the community, inexperience, avarice, laziness, and cupidity among the
Owenites helped to contribute to the lack of success. Owen's oldest son.
Robert Dale, characterized the New Harmony as a "heterogeneous collection
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of radicals, enthusiastic devotees to principle, honest latitudinarians, and lay
theorists, with a sprinkling of unprincipled sharpers thrown in."^"^ And New
Harmony failed to attract and hold superior workmen because of Owen's
poor recruitment procedures and because such workmen could earn a better
salary outside of the community. As a consequence, the community produced
less than it consumed.^^ An additional reason for the failure was stated by
Joshua Warren, a member of New Harmony, who contended that its failure
was due to "too much democracy—the community was talked to death."^^
The problem was that most of the decisions were made at community meet-
ings on the basis of a vote. These meetings usually took place when the people
should have been working. Each vote managed to offend some group, and
they in turn would call for another meeting and another vote. This process
was apparently continuous.^^
Despite these reasons for the failure of New Harmony, the chief cause
was Owen himself. He turned out to be an incompetent administrator, in-
capable of that detailed planning which is needed to bridge the gap between
theory and practice.^"^ In fact, he never provided any clear-cut plan of social
organization. When he should have been at New Harmony, he was traveling
making speeches; and when he was at New Harmony, he simply added to
its confusion.
However, the failure at New Harmony did not permanently discourage
Utopian socialism in America. It was generally felt that New Harmony had
failed because of Owen's unorthodox religious views and his incompetence
as an administrator, rather than because of any inherent defects in his eco-
nomic principles.
CHARLES FOURIER AND BROOK FARM
The French philosopher Charles Fourier (1772-1837) was one of the
most influential of the continental minds, so far as American utopianism
was concerned. He developed a "scientific" theory of the basis for social
organization. This theory called for the combined effort of capital, labor,
and intellect in a cooperative community or "phalanx" that would insure
each person received a just return for his labor.
Fourier was extraordinarily conceited and, consequently, considered
himself to be one of the greatest social philosophers in the world. His con-
ceit, and perhaps his madness, is reflected in the fact that he was so con-
fident his phalanxes would be successful that he publicly requested some
benefactor to give him a million francs to underwrite a trial phalanx. He
waited every day at noon in his home for twelve years expecting someone
to arrive with the money. His hopes were still unfulfilled when he died in
1837.18
Fourier's instability is further suggested in his view of the world when
it would enter his "period of harmony." Men will grow tails equipped with
eyes. The world will have six bright moons. The sea will turn to lemonade
(a beverage of which Fourier was extremely fond). Corpses will become
sweet-smelling gases and drift into space. There will be the negative for each
unpleasant beast in the world. For example, there will be anti-snakes, anti-
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vermin, and anti-sharks.^^ In 1808 Fourier published his Qaalre Mouvements,
which was followed by a work on Domestic and Agricultural Association in
1822. But Fourier was not known directly in America. It was largely through
the efforts of Albert Brisbane that Fourier's system was brought to America
and surpassed Owen's in the number of collective communities which adopted
it.
The list of people who were attracted to Fourier's ideas, through Bris-
bane, is impressive. At one time or another it included Horace Greeley, Parke
Godwin, associate editor of the New York Post; Charles A. Dana, later
editor of the New York Sun; George Ripley; and William Ellery Channing.
It was Brisbane's belief that the natural laws governing human relations
were laws designed to bring about harmony. This harmony could be realized
by humanity if these natural laws were discovered and applied. Although
most men will act in an evil manner, they are not basically evil. Rather, they
react to their environment and are conditioned by the existing institutions.
In order to end the discord in human affairs and bring about in society
a change for the better, a new institutional framework was needed. Men
might be equally inclined to do good and to act in harmony if given a few
radical changes in their environment.^^
These radical changes were embodied in Fourier's phalanx. His analysis
of man centered around the attractions of men. Fourier reduced all desires
into twelve basic categories that, by various combinations, would produce
all known varieties in character. He believed that a group of eight hundred
persons would possess all the possible varieties, and a careful assortment of
some eight hundred people could produce the perfect community. Twice this
number would provide a safe margin for a complete variety of types, and it
was Fourier's plan that such a group of some sixteen hundred persons be
organized into a phalanx. The phalanx would constitute a self-sufficient
economic and social unit. The members would live in the "palace," a large
building with numerous separate quarters and workshops.^^ In the "palace,"
individual interests and the common interest would be joined because the
people would be free to follow the natural laws of society. Consequently,
coercion, rebellion, and unhappiness would no longer occur.--
Labor in the commune would be made more pleasant by working and then
playing for short and interspersed periods of time. And those who worked
at the unpleasant tasks would work shorter hours and receive higher pay
than those who had more enjoyable employment.^^
It was Fourier's belief and also Brisbane's that civilization, as it then
existed, would, with the help of the phalanx movement, be replaced by Guar-
antism, the next historical evolution. Guarantism would be a system of society
in which the general conflict of individual interests would lead to an under-
standing among men for the proper adjustment of all interests. Under Guar-
antism, centralized planning would be required. As Fourier stated. "The
commercial operations and relations of a nation will be carried on under the
supervision of its government—the Collective Mind—and order and economy
will be established therein."^^
Although many efforts at establishing phalanxes were made during the
decade of the 1840's, the most famous experiment was Brook Farm. Origin-
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ally, Brook Farm grew out of the philosophical and humanitarian movement
in New England. A group known as the Transcendental Club, which was in-
terested in the social, political, and religious reforms of the period, decided
to establish Brook Farm in order to apply its theories. This small club, led
by George Ripley and his wife, wished to establish a self-supporting com-
munity based on a union of labor and culture. Ripley was a former Unitarian
minister who was troubled by the advent of the machine and its effect on
the working man. He desired to improve the lot of the laborer; and Dr. Wil-
liam EUery Channing, the eloquent pastor of Boston's Federal Street Church,
sympathized with this desire. The result was Brook Farm, which, they felt,
might eventually lead to the betterment of mankind. For there, labor would,
in Emerson's words, be "honored and united with the free development of
the intellect and the heart."^^
On the Farm a school was established; however, the emphasis was upon
agriculture. Consequently, school hours were somewhat irregular. Fortunately
for the students, the teachers at Brook Farm were skilled pedagogues. Both
Ripley and his wife were scholars. George P. Bradford of Concord, scholar
and close friend of Emerson, taught literature; and John S. Dwight, who
had recently resigned his pulpit in Northampton, organized choirs. Nathaniel
Hawthorne was also there. He invested $1,000 in the experiment and ex-
pected that in return for half a day of manual labor he would secure bed and
board and time in which to write. However, his writer's ideal was never
realized; manual labor so exhausted him that he could not write. He was not
alone in this respect.^^
Nevertheless, the Farmers' enthusiasm for "sociables of discernment"
never failed. The nature of the Brook Farm entertainments varied. Often
a visitor such as Margaret Fuller, Bronson Alcott, or Ralph Waldo Emerson
would lead the evening's philosophical discussion and inquiry.^^ One of the
reasons for the high level of participants was that care was taken to keep out
extreme visionaries and crackpots. The poor and sick were also refused
because it was felt that the Farm could not carry such dead weight in its early
stages.^^
Those who were present during Brook Farm's first two years, later re-
ferred to this transcendental period as the "halycon days." However, by the
third summer (1843) this idyllic atmosphere was gone, and many of the out-
standing Farmers had left. This change was partially brought about by Albert
Brisbane.
Brisbane arrived at Brook Farm at an opportune moment. It had become
clear to the directors of the experiment that the community could not become
self-supporting unless their workshops were enlarged. Brisbane and his
apostle, Greeley, insisted that the adoption of Fourier's theory of "Attractive
Industry" would prove the answer to the directors' financial problems. Be-
cause Fourier's theory promised economic salvation and did not seem too
different from "the Union of Labor and Culture," George Ripley began re-
organizing Brook Farm; and in March, 1845, the Massachusetts Legislature
officially reincorporated Brook Farm as a "phalanx."^^
After the change to Fourierism, Brook Farm ran into serious trouble.
Ripley's transcendentalist friends lost interest in the Farm, while Horace
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Greeley and Albert Brisbane came more frequently. The public be^^an to take
note of the bizarre aspects of Fourierism, particularly the point that young
people at an early age should be encouraged in experimental marriage. Al-
though the Ripleys did not adhere to these ideas, such aspects of Fourierism
were given wide publicity in the press by the enemies of the phalanx move-
ment and also by the political enemies of Greeley. Consequently, the Brook
Farm School suffered a severe drop in enrollment, and this represented
a serious financial loss."^
Several disappointments followed, including a smallpox epidemic and
a law suit by Nathaniel Hawthorne for the recovery of some $530 owed him
by Brook Farm. Finally, on March 3, 1846 Brook Farm's uncompleted pha-
lanstery burned to the ground, and with that the experiment came to an
end."^^ The trustees closed all affairs in 1847 with no breath of scandal.
This was not the case with the closing of many other communes in that dec-
ade.^2
One of the Brook Farmers, Isaac Hecker, who later founded the Paulist
Fathers, recorded for posterity what life in the community represented to him
:
How many dreamers! How many dreams realized! How
many expired in its expiration. It was not lost—not all.
It was the greatest, noblest, bravest dream of New Eng-
land. Nothing greater has been produced. No greater sac-
rifice has been made for humanity than the movement
Brook Farm embodied. It collected the dreamers of New
England. Brook Farm was the realization of the best
dreams these men had of Christianity ; it embodied them.^^
FRUITLANDS
Another and somewhat bizarre example of unsuccessful Utopian idealism
was the Fruitlands experiment. It was called Fruitlands because fruit was to
be the chief item on the menu. Bronson Alcott organized Fruitlands because
he felt that Brook Farm was not idealist enough. His wife, however, did not
share his enthusiasm. In fact, she thought her perpetually impractical hus-
band had at last gone insane.^^
Alcott believed he knew how to operate a community which would
achieve the millennium. He prevailed upon one Charles Lane to purchase
one hundred acres of farming land and an old house in Harvard Town. Alcott
moved his family there, and then he and Lane announced the establishment
of Fruitlands Community. Of all the Utopian socialist communities founded
during the 1840's, it enjoyed the shortest life. It lasted six months.^
Alcott established something called the "Sociate Family." The community
was vegetarian; and eating fish, flesh, fowl, butter, eggs, milk, and cheese
was forbidden. Also forbidden were coffee, tea, molasses (a product of
slavery), and any food not grown on Fruitlands' soil. And only "aspiring
vegetables" (those which grow upward) were cultivated as opposed to the
degraded forms which "burrow in the earth. "S*^ Needless to say. there was not
much fruit eaten at Fruitlands. The New England soil and climate was not
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nearly as cooperative as Alcott was idealistic. The usual meal was cold
water and cornineal mush.*^"
In addition to these practices, another fact which helped to destroy the
community was the departure of Alcott just before the first harvest. At that
time he decided to lead Lane and the farm hands on a thirty-mile walk to
attend a lecture in Boston. Mrs. Alcott and her daughters were left to salvage
what they could of the harvest before the frost ruined all of it.-^^ This ended
the community; and had it not been for Emerson, who rescued them, it might
have been the end for the Alcotts as well. Years later, Louisa May, Bronson's
daughter, remembered the incident in her Transcendental Wild Oats. With
tongue firmly in cheek she wrote, "At about the time the grain was ready,
some call of the oversoul wafted all the men away."^^
JOHN HUMPHREY NOYES AND THE ONEIDA PERFECTIONISTS
In the 1840's, Putney, Vermont was the home of the man who was to
found one of the most successful Utopian communities of the nineteenth
century. John Humphrey Noyes was concerned with what he called the four-
linked chain of evil which held humanity in bondage. "First, there was a
breach with God; second, a disruption of the sexes involving a special curse
on women; third, oppressive labor, bearing especially on men; and fourth,
death." On the other hand, "the chain of redemption" would bring reconcilia-
tion with God, a restoration of the true relations between the sexes, a refor-
mation of the industrial system, and victory over death.^^ j^ order to realize
the ideal of Perfectionist living, Noyes organized the Putney Corporation of
Perfectionists.
As a result of his personal magnetism, Noyes won a small band of fol-
lowers. Originally he was not a Utopian socialist, but gradually he began to
believe in the efficacy of communal living. Therefore, he attempted to pre-
pare his followers for the change; and in 1846, the Putney Society began
cautiously an experiment in community life.*^
Gradually Noyes refined his notions of Perfectionism and in so doing
grossly perverted the meaning of Christianity. The community system, which
he held to be divinely commanded, extended beyond property to persons.
Noyes contended and his followers accepted the notion that there was no
intrinsic difference between property in persons and property in things, and
that this community of goods and persons was taught and commanded by
Christ.^
After months of serious discussion, the Perfectionists adopted the prin-
ciple of complex marriage which involved the exchange of mates'*^ Noyes
was encouraged along this line by the discovery of his wife's affection for one
of his assistants. This he purported to view as a sign that God was ready for
the establishment of complex marriage where all men in the community
would be husbands to all women.'^ However, with the continued acceptance
and practice of the principle, the inhabitants of Putney reacted in such a
manner that Noyes and his congregation were encouraged to go elsewhere.
The spot selected was on Oneida Creek "in the tall-timbered country of the
old Oneida Indian Reservation, Madison County, New York."'^
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Noyes's followers were neither poor nor disgruntled people. For the most
part, they came from substantial families, were intelligent and "progres-
sive."^^ In 1874, a student of American Utopian establishments described the
inhabitants he saw at Oneida as
for the most part Americans, though there are a few Eng-
lish and Canadians. There are among them lawyers, clergy-
men, merchants, physicians, teachers, but the greater part
were New England farmers and mechanics. Former Con-
gregationalists and Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Metho-
dists, and Baptists are among them—but no Catholics.^^
By 1849 the main house or "Mansion House" at Oneida had been com-
pleted and a Children's House was under construction. In the latter, all Per-
fectionist children were to be reared by suitable members trained and ap-
pointed for the purpose. This would "prevent the idolatrous love of mother
and child." Noyes also changed women's dress, and through his influence
the concept of personal ownership was denied.'*^
As in most societies, a governmental system was established at Oneida
Community. The hallmark was "fellowship." Fellowship meant that each
person was in such a spirit of cooperation with others that little rule was
needed. Nevertheless, rules were implicit in the system of fellowship. The
young and the new converts were expected to defer to the opinions of those
older in years and conversion. And all were to defer to John Noyes. "^'^
As a corrective to "wrong" thinking at Oneida, Noyes instituted "mutual
criticism" which, in effect, became Oneida's chief instrument of government.
At meetings regularly called for this purpose, everyone was expected to
criticize the faults of others. An observer described one of these sessions:
The person to suffer criticism sits in silence, while the rest
of the company, each in turn, tell him his faults, with,
I judge, an astonishing and often exasperating plainness of
speech.^^
The result of the critical discussions was a sort of cleansing process similar
to what decades later was to be called psychoanalysis. This process also, on
occasion, resulted in the cure of the sick.^^ The overly obstinate, who did not
respond properly to mutual criticism, were sent to a branch of the Perfection-
ist community which was founded at Wallingford, Connecticut. It was here
that George Cragin began making silverware. Cragin and Dr. Theodore
Noyes, eldest son of the "prophet," set up the machinery, and eventually mil-
lions of pieces of silverware were produced. This commodity became the
Perfectionists' main industry.
The division of labor at Oneida was well organized, and everyone
worked. Their gardens, fields, and pastures prospered. The community
raised or made everything that was needed. And the prosperity of Oneida
was early assured with the development and mass production of the New-
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house-Oneida game trap, which became the most popular trap in the United
States and Canada.
However, despite the prosperity of the expanding community, Noyes did
not forget complex marriage. "Religion," he said, "is the first subject of
interest, and sexual morality the second, in this our great enterprise of estab-
lishing the Kingdom of God on earth."^- Endlessly he affirmed that the
foundation stone of Christianity was the selflessness of sharing mates. Inter-
estingly enough, Noyes greatly resented the charge of "free love." Another
aspect of the Perfectionist religion was "stripiculture" or the scientific prod-
uction of children from select parents. Noyes believed that "our tribulations
will end when special and persistent attention is turned to the business of
breeding human beings." Several Oneidans were graduated from the Yale
Medical School and then contributed their knowledge to John Noyes's plan
for "rational procreation."^
Unfortunately for Noyes, his plans were interrupted. Not only had the
community come under heavy attack from outside clergymen who practiced
a more conventional form of religion, but a dissident within the community
lodged a morals complaint against Noyes with the local district attorney. In
order to avoid arrest, Noyes, now old and shaken, fled to Ontario and from
there advised certain modifications in community affairs. The Perfectionists
were to abandon complex marriage, though this did not mean a renunciation
of its correctness.^ Several months later, on January 1, 1881, Noyes an-
nounced a Plan of Division by which community property came to an end.
More than one hundred adults and minors were each assigned shares in
a joint-stock company incorporated as Oneida Community, Ltd. And in 1894,
after a severe proxy fight was waged to avoid financial ruin. Dr. Theodore
Noyes became President and Pierrepont Noyes was appointed superintendent
of the company's factories at Niagara Falls. Pierrepont was later placed in
charge of the company. He and his appointees proceeded to build it into the
now world famous "Community Plate" industry and, at the same time, showed
other industrialists how men and management could work together for their
mutual benefit.^^
It is interesting to note that after John Noyes's death in 1886, the
English socialist, H. G. Wells, made a pilgrimage to Oneida endeavoring to
discover whether Noyes had been a genius or a madman. After talking at
length with the old folks in and around the Mansion House and spending
hours viewing daguerreotypes and photographs of what Oneida had been,
he despaired of discovering the essence of the community. It was " 'some
quality of the New England mind' he could not fathom. It seemed to him
a 'secret gone forever.' "^®
Although the essence of Oneida may be a "secret gone forever," there
are, however, conclusions that can be suggested as a result of this investiga-
tion of Utopian socialism in America. The most successful communities, as
seen in the Oneida Perfectionists, were composed of people who were of one
mind regarding some religious position or a position which appeared to them
to be important enough to take the place of a religion. The religious com-
munity also generated respect for authority, and this was almost an absolute
necessity for success.
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Manufacturing was also a great asset to the Perfectionists, and apparent-
ly played a minor but nonetheless conspicuous part in the success of most
communes. In time, however, manufacturing proved to be one of the causes
for the demise of the Utopian communities. Prior to 1850, it was reasonable
to believe that the new machinery being developed could be adapted with
advantage to the small communities. However, this belief declined rapidly
as the successful industrial and business units became larger and larger
after 1850.^^
The communities which failed did so because of one or a combination
of the following reasons. They (1) were undertaken on too small a scale;
(2) were insufficiently planned; (3) were inadequately financed ; (4) had no
unifying doctrine or religion; and (5) were engaged in the self-eliminating
practice of celibacy or the bizarre practice of complex marriage. Of the char-
acteristic communities considered in this paper, Robert Owen's New Har-
mony collapsed despite his faith in social order and human perfectibilty. It
collapsed because it was insufficiently planned and had no unifying doctrine.
The Brook Farm phalanx failed because of inadequate income and financing,
as well as the lack of a unifying doctrine which could be held with religious
fervor. And the disbanding of the Oneida Community was precipitated by
public reaction to the well-advertised practice of complex marriage.
After this nineteenth-century period, community experimentation never
again achieved the appeal it possessed at that time. It is true that later co-
operative movement, as well as the twentieth century propensity for economic
and social planning, may be regarded as successors of Utopian socialism. And
it is also true that Utopian socialism may have stimulated certain specific
reforms (for example, Owen's influence in favor of public schools). Today,
of course, from the economic point of view, there would be little gained by
joining a nineteenth-century type of self-sustaining Utopian community and
enjoying a standard of living below that made possible by our technologically
advanced society. In fact, today's technology all but precludes the model
Utopian community as the pathway to a better way of life. But perhaps the
leal problem was best stated by John A. Collins of the New York Skaneateles
Community. He felt that the theory of Utopian socialism "could not be car-
ried out in practice until some more opportune, far-distant time when a set
of ideal conditions and of ideal humanity should appear upon the earth."°^
^Arthur Eugene Bestor, Jr., Backwoods Utopias (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1950), p. 16.
Vbid., pp. 3-4.
^Alan Pendleton Grimes, American Political Thought (New York: Holt, Rine-
hart, and Winston, Inc., 1960), p. 211.
*Bestor, op. cit., p. 78.
nhid., p. 61.
^Quoted from Grimes, op. cit., p. 213.
Vbid., pp. 213-14.
^Quoted from R. Wallace Brewster, Government in Modern Society (Cam-
bridge: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1963), p. 516.
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When the frank Praxitelean eye
begins to roll inward, as yearning
for more than daylight has to give,
our innocence is over; turning
from sane external Sun to where
illusion's milky dream-lights ooze
from the big top under the hair
—
this bone-walled circus where the rouged
ringmaster. Ego, cracks his whip
over assorted fantasies
—
what horrors we find there. Our hate
peoples the ring with parodies
tumbled over and over, while
in flesh-pink tights the hero hangs
every heart from his trapeze,
tames tigers with a lordly smile . . .
How well we know that hero! Till
a moment's double-vision when
with one eye out, one in, we catch
him crosswise in the act—and then
how sick that self-indulgent smile,
how everything healthy stands aghast
at our insane self-love slit eyes
of ego grinning through the mask!
And slinking from that circus, we
encounter natural bodies—all
the Sun scours into honesty
—
with a riven and shamefaced look.
(continued)
^Quoted in Ibid., p. 19.
^Webber, op. cit., p. 407.
55Holbrook, op. cit., p. 29.
56Quoted in Ibid., p. 30.
S'J'Bestor, op. cit., p. 62.




But is it innocence we've lost,
or the ignorance of an eye
that looking outward year to year
has never known what it's moved by?
Fold your hands together, stop
contradicting, and look again
—
do you not in that silence see
a perfect innocence remain?
Because who looks? Over the rouged
impostures of our littleness,
over the phony hero, broods
an incorruptible Witness!
For as the moon "doth with delight
look round her when the Heavens are bare,'
the Witness glides through every thought
—
detached, uncritical, simply there.
Cane-Fires
• John N. Miller
Earth colors deepen, as with a billowed rise
From long slopes, fields smoke level with the sun;
The cane burns—dry sheaths crackling from the tongued.
Ripe-rounded stalks, and down through miles of sky
Carbon flakes drifting, like gnats through the dense
Air of sweet summer.
Years before, intense
As the land darkened with smoke, I heard tell why
These fields burned: how, charred clean, their stalks could go
To mill, then syrup and sweet crystal, so
That work was saved and money earned.
It's not
Profit I savor now, though, in this haze
Deepening a long-sloped, familiar place:
Burning brings sweetness, but a sweetness wrought
By the smoke's rising, spreading flakes of dross
As both this sweetness' and this burning's cost.
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